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FEC Deploys Upgraded, Expanded Website Search Engine

WASHINGTON – The Federal Election Commission today added an upgraded search engine to its website, which will allow the public to find and access agency information more easily.

“The enhanced system will deliver more comprehensive and faster results to website users searching for campaign finance data and Commission information,” said Chairman Lee E. Goodman. “The deployment of this upgraded search engine is part of a broader effort at the Commission to continually improve the transparency of agency activity, provide disclosure of campaign finance data and broaden access to other information in an effort to educate the public.”

The new search engine, called FEC Search, can access different agency databases on the FEC website simultaneously including campaign finance reports, closed enforcement matters, advisory opinions and open meeting information. In contrast to the previous system, which did not encompass separate databases such as the Campaign Finance Disclosure Portal and the Rulemaking Search System, FEC Search can access information from most sections of the FEC website.

“The upgraded search engine is the beginning of our bipartisan effort to modernize our website,” said Vice Chair Ann M. Ravel. “I am really pleased with this first step towards providing more accessible and better campaign finance information to the public. Better disclosure assures the public that they can make an informed choice about their candidate when it's time to vote.”

The Federal Election Commission (FEC) is an independent regulatory agency that administers and enforces federal campaign finance laws. The FEC has jurisdiction over the financing of campaigns for the U.S. House of Representatives, the U.S. Senate, the Presidency and the Vice Presidency. Established in 1975, the FEC is composed of six Commissioners who are nominated by the President and confirmed by the U.S. Senate.
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